




operation, it can be tempting to employ a quick fix to get the 
mlslracking under control. One of the most common quick fixes 

Mlstracking can cause a variety of problems, including materials 
spillage and even static buildup. 

Many belt tracking devices have guide rollers that help actuate the 
movement of the belt tracking device. 

Tracking success: proper belt squaring 
Squaring belt ends is a job that requires only a few minutes 
of time and offers real paybacks in extending belt splice 
life. A splice that is applied on a belt that is properly 
squared will have the tension evenly distributed across the 
splice. Properly squared splices will help prevent 
mistracking. 

Before conducting any work on conveyors, make certain 
that the power has been turned off and the belt is 'locked 
out'. Follow other safety precautions outlined in the operator's 
manual. The following steps will help ensure that a belt is 
properly squared. 

• Step 1 : Mark the actual centre points in be~ width at 
lnteNals of 3 - 5 ft, for a distance back from the Intended 
splice area of 15 - 20 ft. 

• Step 2: Using either a steel rule or a chalk line, mark the 
average centre line through the points measured from 
step 2. 
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involves tying two rollers to the side of the conveyor to 1<c 

running to the centre. The problem with this method is th 
on the edge of the be~ is not always effective because ~s prefer 
to pull not push, so the rollers are actually working agains the be~. 

One way to adjust the belt is to use friction, skewing roller in 
comparison to the direction of the be~. Another way is to ffect the 
tension profile. Be~s naturally want to 'walk away' from a igher 
tension. If tension is increased on one edge, it will walk th other 
way. 

Field testing has proved that a combination of friction 
tension is the best way to put a be~ back on track when e 
structure cannot be aligned. Many equipment manufac rers offer 
a steel retum roller with an edge roller next to it that cau the roller 
to pivot or skew relative to the travel of the be~. The frictio of the 
roller on the be~ steers it back. The problem with this me od is that 
the edge of the be~ strikes the roller with heavy force with much 
effect exerting heavy pressure to the be~ edge. This situ ·on can 
generate high force into the roller, which can damage be~. 

To avoid exerting heavy pressure, use a design that pr vides 
friction and changes the tension profile by tilting, as well pivoting. 
When both the friction and tension mechanisms work t ther, they 
are more than three times as effectiVe at restoring be~s ck to the 
centre of the conveyor. 

Pinpointing the mistracking and 
choosing a device 
Before finding a device that can help solve the problem, dentifying 
what type of mistracking is being experienced must be first. If 
the be~ is constantly mistracking and moving back and f rth, it Is 
experiencing wander. A be~ that runs to one side consta ly Is 
simply mislracking. The device an operator chooses de nds on 
which type of mislracking is occurring, along with the be~ ension 
and be~ speed, thickness, width, and whether the be~ re rses. 

A proper be~ positioner is the simple, reliable solution f r problem 
be~s that consistently mislrack to one side of the convey . A be~ 
positioner works on the retum side be~ using simple ang 
mounted in a fixed position to quickly and continuously f 

• Step 3: Using a square, draw a line perpendicular 
average centre line across the belt width. 

• Step 4: For even greater accuracy in preparing th 
squaring line and with be~s with worn edges, after 
completion of step 2, mark two lines (B&C) equal 
distance from the centre line in the area where th 
is going to be installed, running parallel to the cen line. 

• Step 5: Measure back from the intended splice or a 
a distance equal to approximately three times the It 
width and drive a nail or awl at this point on the ce tre 
line. Using the nail or awl as a pivot point swing an 
marking the belt across the full width. 

• Step 6: Where this arc intersects with the two small 
lines marked parallel to the average belt centre, ali 
steel rule through these points. The resulting line is t 
square. 

• Step 7: Mark this line and cut the belt at this line usl g a 
be~ cutter. 
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belt into the correct path. This is a quick, simple solution for belt 
tracking problems caused by conveyor misalignment mishaps, 
ground shifts, or on temporary systems. 

Belt pos~ioners are not meant to work with topside belt 
mistracking, however, or for belts that mistrack from side to side. While 
ideal for use on belts with medium-to-high running tensions, a belt 
positioner is not appropriate for use on belts with low running tensions. 

For top-side or return-side belts that wander from side to side, ~ is 
best to choose an ac1ive belt tracking device that adjusts based on 
the movement of the belt. fls noted eanier, an ac1ive belt tracking 
device that affects both fric1ion and the belt tension will most 
effectively track the belt. Many of these belt tracking devices will also 
have guide rollers that help actuate the movement of the belt 
tracking device. If that is the case, ~ is important to note that often 
these devices will not work on reversing belts. 

Reversing belts typically need a different slyle of belt tracking 
device designed to work in both directions. Before puffing a belt 
tracking device on a belt, clarify that ~ will work on reversing belts if 
the application warrants, otherwise, ~may do more harm than 
good. 

Keeping an eye on the entire system 
Inspecting and performing maintenance on all of a conveyor 
system's components should be part of an overall maintenance 
plan. Time and money can be saved w~ scheduled work 
stoppages for maintenance and by replacing equipment before 
they cause damage to other components in the system. The 
amount of effort put into proactive maintenance will decrease the 
amount of unexpected downtime, help keep workers safe and help 
operations run more efficiently. DB 
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